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Abstract We have measured surface morphology and gas adsorption charac-
teristics of uncompressed pyrolytic graphite sheet (uPGS) which is a candi-
date substrate for AC and DC superflow experiments on monolayers of 4He
below T = 1 K. The PGS is a mass-produced thin graphite sheet with vari-
ous thicknesses between 10 and 100µm. We employed a variety of measuring
techniques such as imagings with optical microscope, SEM and STM, Raman
spectroscopy, and adsorption isotherm. PGS has smooth and atomically-flat
external surfaces with high crystallinity. Although the specific surface area
(≤ 0.1 m2/g) is rather small, by making use of its smooth external surface,
the thinnest uPGS of 10µm thick is found to be suitable for the superflow
experiments on the strictly two-dimensional helium systems.
Keywords graphite · adsorption · helium · monolayer · superfluidity
1 Introduction
A few atomic layers of helium (He) adsorbed on graphite substrate are experi-
mental realization of correlated two-dimensional (2D) quantum systems. New
types of superfluidity, which should not be a simple extrapolation of thin super-
fluid 4He films of several tens atomic layers thick, are expected there. Crowell
and Reppy [1] found a novel superfluidity below 400 mK, which is reentrant as
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a function of density, in the second monolayer of 4He adsorbed on Grafoil [2],
a flexible exfoliated graphite sheet, using the torsional oscillator technique.
Recently, similar observations followed using the same method and the same
type of substrate [3, 4]. Among them, Nyeki et al. [4] reported complicated
density and temperature evolutions of the superfluid response in detail. Near
the corresponding density region, the existence of the quantum liquid crys-
tal phase, a new class of matter where spatial symmetry is partially broken
keeping finite fluidity even at T = 0, has been proposed by the heat capacity
measurement with a ZYX exfoliated graphite [5]. Thus the observed reentrant
superfluidity [1, 3, 4] could be a novel one where spatial and superfluid orders
are intertwined, attracting great attention as a possible experimental realiza-
tion of supersolidity in 2D. Similar possibilities are discussed in different 2D
quantum systems such as cold molecule gases [6].
However, superfluid detection efficiencies (η ≡ 1 − χ) in those torsional
oscillator experiments [1, 3, 4] are rather poor (only η = 0.02–0.06) because of
complicated structure and discontinuity of the Grafoil surface. Here χ is the
tortuosity factor (= 0.94–0.98). Such structures are inevitably created dur-
ing the production process, i.e., powdering natural flake graphite, exfoliating
the powders at high temperature, and rolling them into a sheet under high
pressure. This arises a doubt that liquid or amorphous 4He localized in the
substrate heterogeneities might be responsible for the detected superfluid re-
sponses. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a more efficient graphite substrate
for detection of the AC or DC superflow in monolayers of 4He.
From the previous heat capacity measurements [5, 7, 8], ZYX was proven to
be a better substrate than Grafoil for studies of phase transitions in 2D helium
systems because of its much larger single crystallite (platelet) size and hence
much less heterogeneities. However, we have found that the surface of ZYX is
covered by many deep crevices created during the exfoliation process, which
may interrupt superflow in adsorbed monolayer of 4He. This problem seems
to be relevant in our preliminary torsional oscillator experiment as described
in Section 2.
Considering the above situation, in this article, we propose the pyrolytic
graphite sheet (PGS) [9] as a suitable graphite substrate for detection of su-
perfluidity in monolayers of 4He. PGS is a very thin graphite sheet of 10–
100µm in thickness with a highly-oriented single-crystal-like structure made
from stacked thin polymer films. We will make use of the external surface for
helium adsorption unlike the exfoliated graphites like Grafoil and ZYX. Re-
sults of extensive characterizations of its surface structure and crystallinity are
given here with comparisons to results for Grafoil and ZYX. The characteri-
zations include (i) surface morphology observations with optical microscope,
scanning electron microscope, and scanning tunneling microscope, (ii) crystal-
lographic obsevation with Raman scattering, and (iii) adsorption isotherms.
Other properties of PGS such as thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity
and crystal analysis have already been published elsewhere [10].
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2 Morphology
2.1 Observations with optical and scanning electron microscopes
Morphology of cleaved surfaces of three different kinds of graphite substrates
was checked in a relatively macroscopic scale with an optical microscope [11].
Before showing results of PGS, we first discuss those of Grafoil and ZYX.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the surface of Grafoil is quite irregular with a mosaic
structure consisting of plates of random size. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the surface
of ZYX is much more uniform. However, we found that it is fully covered by a
network of deep crevices of 1–10 µm long and that similar structures are seen
at any cleaved surfaces. The crevices must be created by the exfoliation process
of this product. The structure would prevent simply connected superflow in
adsorbed 4He films. This could be the reason for a rather extended superfluid
onset observed in a bilayer of liquid 4He adsorbed on ZYX in our preliminary
torsional oscillator experiment (see Appendix A).
Fig. 1 Optical microscope images of cleaved surfaces of (a) Grafoil and (b) ZYX.
Secondary electron imaging with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [12]
is more sensitive to a height variation of surface than the optical microscope
imaging. Figures 2(a) and (b) are such images of cleaved surfaces of Grafoil
and ZYX. They have a piled-up structure consisting of 1–20µm wide patches
with sharp edges. This structure presumably reflects small graphite flakes, a
raw material, in the case of Grafoil and a trace of rupture during exfoliation
in the case of ZYX, respectively. In any case, it will largely reduce the con-
nectivity of superflow in adsorbed 4He thin films as was actually found in the
previous torsional oscillator experiments using Grafoil [1, 3, 4].
Next, we will show results for PGS. Two different kinds of PGS have been
examined in this work. One is uncompressed PGS (uPGS), and the other is
commercial PGS (cPGS) [9, 10]. uPGS is brittle and inflexible, while cPGS,
which is produced by compressing uPGS, is flexible like paper. Note that num-
bers denoted to specify the sample thickness below are nominal ones. Actual
thicknesses measured by micrometer are 13±2µm for cPGS-10µm, 19±2µm
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Fig. 2 Secondary electron SEM images of cleaved surfaces of (a) Grafoil and (b) ZYX.
for uPGS-10µm, 29.7±0.6µm for uPGS-17µm, 56±3µm for uPGS-25µm, and
145±4µm for uPGS-100µm.
The surface morphology of PGS is largely different from those of Grafoil
and ZYX. Figure 3(a) is an optical microscope image of a cleaved surface of
uPGS-10µm. The surface is quite smooth with a winkle (or wavy) structure
of the length scale of 20–40µm without any crevices. On the other hand, in
the case of cPGS-10µm (Fig. 3(b)), the surface is little more complicated with
small structures as well as sharp creases which must be created by the final
compression process. Thus cPGS must be less suitable for superflow experi-
ments than uPGS, and we will concentrate mostly on characterization of uPGS
hereafter.
Fig. 3 Optical microscope images of cleaved surfaces of (a)uPGS-10µm and (b) cPGS-
10µm.
Figure 4(a) is a secondary electron SEM image of a cleaved surface of
uPGS-17µm. It was difficult to obtain enough contrast, indicating a quite
smooth surface. A vaguely seen structure of the length scale of 50–100µm
here is an alternative looking of the winkles seen by the optical microscope
(Fig. 3(a)). The situation is somewhat different for uPGS-100µm as shown
in Fig. 4(b). The structure is much sharper and smaller in size, and thus the
image contrast is much higher. Apparently, thicker uPGSs have less uniformity
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compared to thinner ones because gas is probably more difficult to escape
during the carbonization process in the former case.
Fig. 4 Secondary electron SEM images of cleaved surfaces of (a)uPGS-17µm and (b)uPGS-
100µm.
Internal morphology of uPGS was investigated by cross-sectional secondary-
electron SEM imaging (see Figs. 5(a) and (b)), where the fracture surfaces were
obtained by tearing uPGS pieces with a vise. The images show lamination of
wavy layers of sub-µm thick. A similar layer structure has also been observed
in the previous TEM studies [13]. Note that each layer is an order of magni-
tude thinner than raw polymer films before carbonization. In uPGS-17µm the
layers are rather densely packed, while in uPGS-100µm they are loosely packed
with large interlayer spaces which may or may not connect to the outside (see
a related discussion in Section 4). The layer thickness is much thicker than
individual graphene sheet. From the quantum Monte Carlo calculation [14],
the adsorption potential for helium of thin graphite is practically the same as
that of bulk graphite if the thickness is larger than eight graphene layers.
Fig. 5 Secondary electron SEM images of cross sections of (a)uPGS-17µm and (b)uPGS-
100µm.
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2.2 Observation with scanning tunneling microscope
The lateral surface structure of uPGS-17µm was also investigated with a scan-
ning tunneling microscope (STM) [15] in atomic scale at room temperature in
the air. As shown in Fig. 6, the honeycomb lattice structure of graphite basal
plane is seen almost everywhere on the surface. Note that, in STM imaging
of a surface of graphite with the normal AB (Bernal) stacking, only carbon
atoms belonging to one of two sublattices in topmost graphene are visible.
That is why a triangular lattice rather than the honeycomb lattice is observed
in Fig. 6. Besides the wavy structure of the order of 1µm, which would be
related to the smaller scale structure seen by SEM, we observed monoatomic
height steps with a mean separation of the order of 100 nm (see Fig. 7). The
step density is an order of magnitude higher than highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) [16]. These steps may affect the critical velocity in super-
flow experiment for a few layers of 4He films to some extent (see Section 5).
Fig. 6 STM topography image of a cleaved
surface of uPGS-17µm. A Pt0.8Ir0.2 tip was
used. The bias voltage V and tunneling cur-
rent I are 500 mV and 1.0 nA, respectively.
Fig. 7 Line profile of an STM image of a
cleaved surface of uPGS-17µm.
3 Small grains on top surface of PGS
We found that uncleaved top surfaces of uPGS and cPGS are covered by many
tiny grains distributing randomly regardless of the sample thickness as shown
in Fig. 8. The grain size determined by the secondary electron SEM is from
0.2 to 2µm in diameter, and they cover about 10% of the top surface in area
(see Fig. 9). The grains are optically black and protruded from the surface
judging from back scattered SEM imaging (not shown). The energy-dispersive
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X-ray spectroscopy, which is sensitive to boron and heavier elements, detected
no traces other than carbon and oxygen. They can be removed neither by
heating up to 700 ◦C in vacuum (< 10−5 mbar) nor by washing with organic
solvents or water. From all these facts including results of Raman spectroscopy
measurements shown in Appendix B, we speculate that the surface grain is
a stack of graphite microcrystallites consisting of relatively small numbers of
graphene layers. Since the grains are stuck only on the top surface, they can
throughly be removed by surface cleavage with scotch tape as shown in Figs. 3
and 4 and possibly with other methods like hydrogen plasma etching.
Fig. 8 Optical microscope image of a top
surface of uncleaved uPGS-10µm.
Fig. 9 SEM image of a top surface of un-
cleaved uPGS-17µm.
4 Adsorption Isotherm Measurement
Gas adsorption characteristics are crucial to apply a material to substrate for
adsorption experiments. We have made adsorption isotherm measurements of
nitrogen molecules (N2) at T = 77 K for uncleaved uPGS-17µm. The sample
is a stack of 204 uPGS sheets whose total weight is 1.14 g. The size of each
sheet is 0.7×2.1 cm2. The sheets were loosely packed into a 2.2×2.2×0.7 cm3
open box made of a thin copper plate. They were baked at 700 ◦C in vacuum
(< 1.3× 10−5 mbar) and then quickly inserted to a vacuum chamber (sample
cell) made of brass. The nominal surface area (Snom) calculated from the outer
dimensions of the PGS sheets is 600 cm2 without taking account of the wavy
morphology of the outer surface and the possible interlayer space shown in
Fig. 5(a).
Before discussing the result shown in Fig. 10, let us first explain some
technical details to perform this kind of measurement for bulk materials with
tiny specific surface area (s), i.e., surface area per unit weight. It is much
more difficult than measurements for exfoliated, porous or powder materials.
In Fig. 10 the vertical quantity (Aad) is an amount of N2 adsorbed on the
surface, and the horizontal one (P ) is the equilibrium gas pressure measured
by a capacitive pressure gauge [19] located at room temperature. Here an
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Fig. 10 (a) Adsorption isotherms of N2 at T = 77 K for uPGS-17µm (this work; closed
circles), ZYX (Ref. 17; squares), and Grafoil (Ref. 18; crosses). All the Aad data are scaled to
that of uPGS-17µm at P ≥ 12 mbar. (b) Substeps associated with formation of the √3×√3
commensurate phase of 6.37 nm−2.
amount of gaseous N2 existing in an open volume (or dead volume) Vdead
in the cell has already been subtracted from the raw data. Vdead (≈ 20 cm3)
was measured precisely with 4He gas, which is not adsorbed on the surface at
77 K, in a separate measurement. In that measurement, the apparent (skeletal)
density of the sample can also be determined from a difference between Vdead
values with and without the sample. The thermal transpiration effect [20] in
the pressure measurement was directly measured for empty cell with N2 and
was taken into account at P ≤2 mbar.
The adsorption isotherm data for uPGS-17µm shown by the closed cir-
cles in Fig. 10 agree reasonably well with those of Grafoil (crosses) [18] and
ZYX (squares) [17]. Here, the Aad data of Grafoil and ZYX are scaled to
that of uPGS-17µm at P ≥ 12 mbar. The data for uPGS-17µm were repro-
ducible among three independent measurements. The “substep” feature for the√
3 × √3 commensurate phase formation at ρ = 6.37 atoms/nm2 [21] is seen
near P = 9 mbar (see Fig. 10(b)). The small variation of substep structure
in different substrates may come from small variations in surface uniformity
and/or measuring temperature (δT ≈ 0.1 K). This also assures that the sur-
face of PGS has nearly the perfect graphite structure in atomic scale, i.e.,
complete graphitization in the production process. The surface area (S) de-
termined from the upper bound of the substep is 830 cm2 (s = 0.073 m2/g).
This value is larger than Snom by 40%, which is attributable to the existence
of non-negligible internal surface area. Note that the wavy morphology of
outer surface increases Snom only by 3%. The apparent density of the uPGS-
17µm sample is estimated as 1.76±0.03 g/cm3, while that of bulk graphite is
2.26 g/cm3 This indicates the existence of an internal void space (22%) not
accessible for N2 molecules from outside.
The adsorption isotherm measurement for uncleaved uPGS-100µm was
even more difficult than uPGS-17µm because of much smaller Snom, and hence
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the data show much larger scatterings (not shown). The apparent density
determined from Vdead measurements is 1.20 g/cm
3 for uPGS-100µm sheets
with 26–32 drill holes of 0.5 mm diameter, which is much smaller than that
of uPGS-17µm, indicating much larger inaccessible intra- and/or inter-sheet
void volume. This is in accordance with the cross-sectional secondary-electron
SEM images shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b). For sheets without the ventilation
holes, an even lower value (=0.82 g/cm3) was obtained.
5 Feasibility Studies of Experiments on Superfluid Thin Films
Using uPGS
In this section, we study the feasibility of AC and DC superflow detection
for monolayers of 4He adsorbed on a uPGS substrate at temperatures below
1 K by the torsional oscillator and thermal flow techniques. Here, among other
types, uPGS-10-µm was chosen as a substrate mainly because of its largest
specific surface area and the highest in-plane thermal conductivity [10].
In some experiments where so many uPGS sheets have to be used like tor-
sional oscillator experiment, it is not easy to cleave all the surfaces to remove
the surface grains discussed in Section 3. In that case, one may use uncleaved
uPGS. However, since the grains are well-dispersed point defects rather than
line defects like crevices, they would not be so serious obstacles for 4He su-
perflow. The observation of the clear substep in the adsorption isotherm using
uncleaved uPGS (Fig. 10) is also encouraging.
5.1 Torsional oscillator experiment
The substrate for torsional oscillator experiment will consist of a stack of 1000
uPGS-10-µm disks of 20 mm in diameter and silver foils of 2µm in thickness
and 8 mm in diameter. They will be piled up alternately and be diffusively
bonded at 600 K under pressure to make them a mechanically rigid single
piece. Then it will be tightly packed into a container made of magnesium alloy
of 20 mm in height and 1 mm wall thickness. An estimated total surface area
of uPGS is 0.53 m2. The silver foils are used not only to assist the thermal
conductance of the stack but also to keep proper gaps between the uPGS
disks in the outer region as spacers. Although a small amount of 4He may be
adsorbed on the silver surface too, it will not affect the superfluid detection as
follows. The adsorption potential of silver for helium is 3 times less than that
of graphite [22]. Thus, for example, the second layer of 4He adsorbed on uPGS
will be in equilibrium with a submonolayer 4He adsorbed on silver which will
not show superfluidity down to T = 0 being tightly bound to the surface.
The superfluidity is detected as a resonance frequency shift (∆f) of the tor-
sional oscillator due to a change of the moment of inertia (I). Estimated I val-
ues of the second layer of 4He sample of 7.5 atoms/nm−2, the uPGS disks, and
the magnesium-alloy container are 1.8×10−12, 3.1×10−7, and 2.3×10−7 kg·m2,
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respectively. I of the silver foils is negligibly small compared to that of the
helium film because of the large difference in the diameters. Therefore, ∆f
associated with superfluidity of the sample is expected to be 2.9 mHz at most.
Since a typical accuracy of ∆f measurement is about 0.02 mHz, the superflu-
idity should sufficiently be detected even when the detection efficiency on the
uPGS surface was only 0.1.
5.2 Thermal flow experiments
An abrupt increase of the thermal conductance along a 4He thin film with
increasing the coverage at a fixed T or decreasing T at a fixed coverage will
provide an alternative evidence for superfluid onset of the film. For this type
of experiment, the substrate crystallinity should be as high as possible not to
reduce the superflow. In addition, the substrate thickness should be as thin
as possible not to shunt the temperature gradient by substrate itself when the
film is in the normal state. The experiment by Polanco and Bretz [23] using
a ZYX wafer of 25 × 25 × 5 mm3 was successful to detect superfluid onset
of the third layer of 4He at T = 1.0 K. uPGS-10-µm should potentially be
more advantageous for this experiment than ZYX because of its much better
crystallinity [10].
Next we recall the experiment by Maynard and Chan [24] where a thin
HOPG leaf (2×14×0.1 mm3) was successfully used to detect third sound prop-
agation again in the third layer of 4He at T = 1.0 K. The third sound is a
temperature wave (or equivalently an entropy wave) characteristic of super-
fluid thin films. They demonstrated that the thermal transport phenomenon
of superfluid monolayer can be detected not being shunted by the 100µm-
thick graphite substrate. We thus expect that much thinner uPGS-10µm will
be capable enough to detect a superfluid onset of 4He monolayer with an even
smaller superfluid density such as the prospected quantum liquid crystal phase
in the second layer [5].
6 Conclusions
We examined the surface morphology and adsorption isotherm of uncom-
pressed pyrolytic graphite sheet (uPGS), a thin graphite sheet of various nom-
inal thicknesses between 10 and 100µm. We propose this new type of graphite
material as a suitable substrate for experiments to detect superflow in adsorbed
monolayers of 4He below T = 1 K. It was found that the cleaved surface of
uPGS is quite smooth with the wavy structure of the length scale of several
tens µm from the optical and SEM imaging. The STM imaging showed that
the surface is atomically flat over that length scale with monoatomic steps
roughly every 100 nm. We found that many small grains are randomly dis-
tributed on PGS surfaces but they are completely absent on cleaved surfaces.
Using different techniques including Raman spectroscopy, we almost identified
them as thin graphite microcrystallites.
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On the other hand, Grafoil and ZYX, which are exfoliated graphites com-
monly used for experiments on two dimensional (2D) 4He systems, have quite
different surface morphology with much more complicated and shorter length
scale structures (platelets) of the order of 10–200 nm. Even many deep crevices,
which must be created by the exfoliation process, are found on the surface of
ZYX. Our preliminary torsional oscillator measurement eventually suggested
the unsuitability of ZYX as an adsorption substrate.
We also made feasibility studies of future torsional oscillator and thermal
transport experiments using uPGS-10µm. The results show that it is feasible to
observe the AC and DC superflow in liquid monolayers or the recently proposed
quantum liquid crystal phase in the second layer of 4He. Besides the detection
of superfluidity, uPGS will be useful for other applications such as excellent
heatsink in a wide temperature range from cryogenic to high temperature,
high-conductivity electrode in electrochemistry, etc.
A Torsional oscillator measurement with ZYX substrate
Previously, we reported a preliminary attempt to observe superfluidity in 4He monolayers
adsorbed on ZYX substrate by the torsional oscillator (TO) method [25]. In that experiment,
there were two technical problems. One was the too large T variation of the resonance
frequency of the empty cell, fBG(T ), caused by an accidental application of large strain to
the coin silver torsion rod before the measurement. The other was the instability of f , i.e.,
the too high sensitivity to mechanical shocks and to the 1 K pot temperature of dilution
refrigerator.
We have thus prepared a new experimental setup in which those problems are fixed.
This time, the torsion rod is made of BeCu (o.d./i.d. = 3.0/1.0 mm), and a cell cap is
made of 0.5-mm-thick copper. The surface area of ZYX substrate is 3.38 m2. The TO cell
is fixed onto a massive copper platform (50 mm in diameter, 968 g in weight) with a copper
vibration isolation rod (3 mm in diameter) which is installed on the mixing chamber of
dilution refrigerator. f and Q values of the empty cell were 1376 Hz and 2×106 at T ≤
4 K, respectively. A measured T variation of f was less than 2 mHz at T ≤ 1.6 K. These
performances are equivalent to those realized in the previous TOs [1, 3, 4].
With this new setup, we have made preliminary TO measurements for 4He thin films
of two different densities of 26.43 and 32.72 nm−2 down to 0.2 K. The former film consists
of a solid bilayer and topmost “liquid monolayer”, and the latter does a solid bilayer and
a topmost “liquid bilayer”, respectively [1, 26]. At both densities, superfluid responses were
detected in the previous TO measurement by Crowell and Reppy (CR) [1] using Grafoil
substrate. In Fig. 11, we plotted measured f(T ) with and without the 4He films as differences
from those at T = 0.9 K. For 32.72 nm−2 (closed circles) an apparent increase of f from
fBG(T ) (crosses) is observed below 0.8 K, while no meaningful change is seen at 26.43 nm
−2.
In the inset, f(T ) for 32.72 nm−2 after subtracting fBG(T ) is plotted. The solid line is the
result by CR for a similar density (= 32.2 nm−2) where they observed an abrupt jump of
f due to 2D superfluidity at an onset temperature Tonset (= 0.84 K) as expected from the
Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) theory [27]. Here the frequency shift data of CR are normalized
so as to be consistent with our data. On the other hand, our data show a much slower
increase below a similar onset temperature. It is plausible that the crevice structure of ZYX
described in the main text weakens the superfluid phase coherence making the transition
signature rather extended as in superconducting Josephson networks [28]. This may also
explain the absence of superfluid response for 26.43 nm−2 at least down to 0.2 K.
A jump of superfluid density∆ρs for our 32.72 nm−2 data is estimated as 0.16±0.01 nm−2
taking account of the measured mass loading coefficient (≈0.68 mHz/nm−2) and ∆f (=
0.11 mHz), while 2.2±0.1 nm−2 is expected from the KT theory with Tonset = 0.84 K. Thus
the superfluid detection efficiency (η) of ZYX is 0.07± 0.01 which is a little larger than the
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Fig. 11 Resonance frequency shifts of the torsional oscillator using ZYX substrate with
adsorbed 4He films of 26.43 nm−2 (open circles) and 32.72 nm−2 (solid circles), and without
4He sample, i.e., the empty cell or background (crosses). Shifts from the values at T = 0.9 K
are plotted here. The inset shows frequency shifts for 32.72 nm−2 after subtracting the
background shown in the main figure. The line represents data reported in Ref. [1] using
Grafoil.
η value (= 0.02–0.06) for Grafoil [1, 3, 4]. Unfortunately, measurements of Q(T ) were not
stable enough to derive meaningful information.
B Raman spectroscopy of uncleaved uPGS surface
We studied uncleaved uPGS surfaces by a laser Raman microscope [29] and compared the
results with our previous measurements on cleaved uPGS surfaces [10]. The measurements
gave us useful insights to define the origin of the surface grains discussed in the main text
as a stack of graphite microcrystallites of small numbers of graphene layers.
Raman spectra of graphite and graphene usually have three prominent bands: G, G’
and D bands [30]. G band (1580 cm−1) is the first order Raman process corresponding to
in-plane vibration modes of pairs of sp2 carbon atoms, which is commonly found in aromatic
and olefinic molecules [31]. D band and G’ band (also known as D* band or 2D band) are
second order ones whose wavenumber vary with the excitation energy. D band intensity is
an indicator of disorder including edges [30]. Its overtone, G’ band, does not require any
disorder and has a strong intensity comparable to that of G band. The G’ band appears a
symmetric peak for monolayer graphene but bilayer graphene has a non-symmetric peak at
a slightly higher wavenumber because there are 4 sub-bands due to inter-layer coupling. The
width and wavenumber increase as we increase the number of graphene layers up to 10 [30].
Figure 12 shows Raman spectra at uncleaved uPGS-17µm averaged over the following
three different areas indicated in the inset (optical microscope image). The solid circles
represent a spectrum within the region I in the inset including a large grain, and the open
circles do that of the region II including few grains. The solid line is a spectrum averaged
over the whole image. Here the intensity of each spectrum is normalized by G peak height.
Apparently, the grains have a strong intensity at lower wavenumbers of G’ band (G’1) at
≈ 2700 cm−1. This feature is characteristic of (a few layers of) graphene [32]. On the other
hand, in Region II, the peak appears at slightly higher wavenumber, G’2, which is a common
characteristic of bulk graphite.
Spectral mappings for an uncleaved uPGS-100µm surface shown in Fig. 13 provide us
more information. While the G’2 mapping (Fig. 13(d), indicator of graphite) only has a
shallow contrast due to the defocusing, G’1 mapping (Fig. 13(c), indicator of graphene) has
many spots with strong intensity. These spots correspond to the grains in the optical image,
Fig. 13(a). G band mapping, Fig. 13(b), also show similar spots. However, in those spots,
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Fig. 12 Raman spectra at an uncleaved uPGS-17µm surface averaged within the region I
(open circles) including a large surface grain and the region II (solid circles) including few
grains shown in the inset (optical image). The solid line is a spectrum averaged over the
whole image. The intensities are normalized by G peak height. The background intensity of
a glass substrate under the uPGS sample has already been subtracted. The sharp peak near
2330 cm−1 comes from the varnish used to fix the uPGS sample to the glass substrate.
Raman intensities at other wavenumbers, not only in G band, are equally enhanced. Thus
the G band distribution does not indicate difference in the material composition.
At uncleaved uPGS surface we always observed a finite D band intensity, which is
sensitive to symmetry breaking defects or edges [33], while it is not detectable at cleaved
surface [10](see also Table 1). However, it does not seem to be directly related to the surface
grains, since one cannot find a strong correlation in a D band mapping (Fig. 13(e)) with the
grain distribution in the optical image (Fig. 13(a)). The defects may be located just below
the top surface [34].
Fig. 13 (a)Optical microscope image and (b)–(e)Raman spectroscopy mappings corre-
sponding to G, G’1, G’2, and D bands at an uncleaved uPGS-100µm surface. The numbers
on the left are spectral windows used for the intensity mappings which are also indicated
in Fig. 12. Brighter contrast means stronger Raman intensity. The area for each image or
mapping is 9.5×67.7µm2.
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Table 1 Intensity ratios of I(G)/I(G’) and I(D)/I(G) in Raman spectra for uncleaved and
cleaved surfaces of uPGS.
material nominal thickness I(G)/I(G’) I(D)/I(G) reference
uncleaved uPGS 100 µm 1.3–3.3 0.028(5) this work
uncleaved uPGS 25 µm 0.3–3.0 0.018(11) this work
uncleaved uPGS 17 µm 0.3–3.2 0.013(5) this work
cleaved uPGS 100 µm 3.2(1) < 10−3 Ref. 10
cleaved uPGS 25 µm 3.1(1) < 10−3 Ref. 10
cleaved uPGS 17 µm 3.1(1) < 10−3 Ref. 10
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